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• Identification of privacy leakage channels by means of privacy leakage trees.
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• Robust against different security and privacy attacks.
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a b s t r a c t

Distributed multimedia surveillance systems utilize heterogeneous sensors such as cameras, motion
sensors, sound sensors, and RFID in order to provide safety and security to people. However, due to the
potential of exposing privacy by these systems, many people are reluctant to be electronically monitored
and suffer from privacy loss. In order to overcome this dilemma, the current surveillance systems should
adopt improved privacy preservation (i.e. hiding people’s face) mechanismwhile they are used for typical
surveillance tasks. This paper takes a holistic approach to identify the different privacy leakage channels
in the distributed video surveillance context and proposes the design of a secure privacy vault to conceal
privacy-sensitive data obtained from distributed visual sensors. It also shows how the proposed solution
helps to mitigate the potential privacy leakage problems at different levels of the leakage channels. In
order to demonstrate the viability of the proposed approach,we further provide the privacy leakage attack
model as well as the security analysis of the proposed solution.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recently, we witness a significant interest in surveillance
technologies due to the increased security threats around our
surroundings. As a result, distributed multimedia surveillance
systems are being deployed in different premises to ensure public
safety and security. However, the increased presence of these
systems often lead to privacy violation (i.e. exposing privacy-
sensitive information) that is sensitive issue to civil liberty [1,2].
Therefore, it is important to develop improved privacy preserving
technique for the surveillance systems such that these systems can
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be used for effective surveillance tasks while protecting people’s
privacy at the highest level.

Researchers have been investigating several approaches to ad-
dress the privacy preservation issues. Dominant approaches are
scrambling and data hiding methods [3–8], cryptographic encryp-
tion [2,9], and access control policy [10,11]. The scrambling and
data hiding approaches usually first identify the regions of interest
in video data that are potentially privacy-sensitive, and scramble
that region to minimize the chance of privacy leakage. The cryp-
tographic encryption approach, among other things, hides privacy
information of video using watermark, while the access control
strategy restricts the access of surveillance feeds to authorized
users only.

Despite the above works, there is still a lack of a formal and
comprehensive framework towards effective privacy preservation.
At one hand, we need improved method for privacy safeguarding,
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while on other hand we need to be aware of the different privacy
leakage points. In this proposal, we updated our previouswork [12]
and provide a privacy leakage channel analysis for distributed
surveillance system and developed a secure privacy vault to keep
the secret keys of scrambled privacy sensitive regions of interest in
distributed surveillance video.

This paper identifies privacy leakage channels by means of pri-
vacy leakage tree analysis and proposes the mitigation of these
leakage channels by designing a secure privacy vault for dis-
tributed surveillance system. Thus, the main contribution lies in
the design of a secure privacy vault, which preserves the privacy
information securely. The cornerstone of this approach is that even
if the privacy vault is stolen, the privacy information cannot be dis-
closed to the public by breaking the vault without compromising
the higher level authorities of the target environments. Consider-
ing the different attack models, such as White-box, Gray-box, or
Black-box, the proposed privacy vault can be implemented in dif-
ferent hostile environments to protect the privacy information in
the surveillance video footage.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
explores some related work followed by the description of
background mathematics in Section 3 to clearly understand the
proposedmechanism. The analysis of the privacy leakage channels
is discussed in terms of privacy leakage tree (PLT) in Section 4.
The overview of the proposed privacy preserving mechanism of a
distributed multimedia surveillance system is given in Section 5.
The privacy leakage attack model is elaborated in Section 6,
while the security analysis of the proposed model is illustrated in
Section 7. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 8.

2. Related work

There are several related works that have a common goal of
concealing privacy sensitive information to minimize privacy loss
due to wide scale surveillance. These falls into the category of
scrambling and data hiding, cryptographic encryption, and access
control. We briefly comment on these works in the following.

Dufaux and Touradj Ebrahimi [3] proposed a code stream-
domain scrambling technique that provides better scrambling
result based on code-stream transformation, which pseudo ran-
domly inverts some of the bits of AC coefficient in the target Re-
gion of Interest (ROI). Hosik Sohn et al. [13] propose a surveillance
system that provides scalable video coding, ROI scrambling, and
compressing. In this approach, first the images are split using Flex-
ible Macroblock Ordering (FMO), then the FMO type 2 (rectangles
over areas of ROI) are applied. The spliced sets are then forwarded
to ROI scrambling and pseudo random sign inversion to AC coef-
ficients. Shen Jie and Zheng Xiao Yu [4] describe that using the
public key of the receiver the sender computes symmetric key to
encrypt the seeds, the digital envelope is made by receivers public
key. The receiver opens the envelope using its private key and ob-
tains symmetric key and sends acknowledgment to sender. Sender
sends scrambled seeds to the receiver and receiver uses symmetric
key to decrypt the seeds and decode the scrambled coefficients.

Like the scrambling techniques, which aim to scramble the
ROIs in surveillance videos, data hiding is another technique that
aims the same. Isabel Martinez-ponte et al. in [6] proposed a
face masking technique to hide faces in motion JPEG data. M.D.
Swanson et al. [14] proposed a technique to hide high bit-rate
supplementary data by pixels in the video format. Moncrieff
et al. [8] suggest general techniques like data hiding, context
awareness, data equity to embedded into surveillance systems
to ensure that the privacy of the people is safeguarded against
the increasing number of attacks on the surveillance systems.
Authors in [15] proposed a compression independent approach to

selectively encrypt regions that reveal identity using permutation-
based encryption in the pixel domain. The work in [16] uses an
obfuscation technique that uses a video console to determine the
sensitive parts of the video and obscures that part in a way that
the recognition software cannot identify that part. This approach is
irreversible and hence is not suitable for actual surveillance needs.
Another approach in [17] proposed to decrease the quality of ROI
in JPEG2000, which ensures varying visual quality from poor to
near invisibility. It works in bitstream domain and dependent on
compression standard used. This approach is also irreversible and
hence does not meet critical surveillance needs.

In our earlier work [2] we adopted cryptographic approach
to also hide privacy sensitive ROIs in surveillance video. This
technique takes inputs from the video surveillance data and com-
presses the RoI using the Chaos Encryption based on the logis-
tic functions and mappings. J.M. Rodrigues et al. [9] proposed
a method to partially encrypt the face in video sequence. This
method is based on Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) stream
ciphering using variable length coding of the Huffman’s vector.
Besides, Newton et al. [18] used a de-identification technique to
hide face regions, which prevents traditional face recognition tech-
niques to identify the original face. The actual hiding of face is done
by blacking out the face. However, their approach conserves sev-
eral facial properties such as eigenvectors of the original face and
based on the similarity matrix of the faces they restore new faces
that resemble the original face but not exactly the same as the orig-
inal.

Video surveillance privacy and confidentiality are also ad-
dressed using sophisticated access control policy with which sen-
sitive information embedded video segments will only be accessed
by authorized personnel [10,19]. This approach is restricted in the
sense that all the surveillance operators will require adequate ac-
cess rights in order to continue monitoring the video footage and
hence privacy concernswill be compromised. In a recentwork [20],
a different approach to privacy loss protection in surveillance is
proposed, which emphasizes on identifying the location, time and
activities in video footage in addition to people’s faces. Unlike the
above works, we identify the privacy leakage channels in video
surveillance from video capture to video storage and access and
propose a secure privacy vault that preserves the key information
to hide the privacy sensitive regions in video.

3. Mathematical background

3.1. Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT)

Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) [21] is used to compress
MPEG-4 video [22] by applying on 8 × 8 pixel blocks. In a mat-
ter of fact, DCT is a linear and invertible function, defined as f :

ℜ
N

−→ ℜ
N . Equivalently, it is defined as an N × N invertible

square matrix. Thus, let F(x) −→ α(θ) and G(x) −→ β(θ), then
C1F(x) + C2G(x) −→ C1α(θ) + C2β(θ).

3.2. Pseudo-Hadamard Transformation (PHTr )

Consider theN-bit integers x, y, χ , and γ , i.e., |x| = |y| = |χ | =

|γ | = N . Let, transformation of x is denoted as PTr(x) = χ and
the transformation of y is denoted as PTr(y) = γ . Therefore, the
inverse transformation of χ , denoted as PT−1

r (χ) = x, and the
inverse transformation of γ , denoted as PT−1

r (γ ) = y. Thus, the
transformed x can be computed as χ = (x+ y) mod 2N ; and trans-
formed y can be computed as γ = (x + 2y) mod 2N . On the other
hand x, and y can be computed from χ and γ as x = (2χ − γ ) mod
2N and y = (γ − χ) mod 2N , respectively. Detail description on
Pseudo-Hadamard Transformation can be found in [18].
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Fig. 1. Enterprise level architecture of the proposed distributed multimedia surveillance system network.

Fig. 2. Privacy leakage tree of a distributed surveillance system.

4. Privacy leakage channels identification

Privacy leakage can occur at different levels of an enterprise
level distributed multimedia surveillance systems. Fig. 1 shows
the architecture of such a system. A surveillance system at a site
consists of (1) surveillance cameras (SVC), (2) video processing
server (VPS), (3) local storage server (LSS), (4) global event storage
server (GESS), and (5) coordination server (CoS). SVCs (IP cameras)
are connected to VPS through wireless or wiredmedium. The VPSs
are connected to the LSS. Finally, GESS is connected to the CoS and
they are accessible through the internet by the other servers.

A secure channel is established between the SVC and VPS
whenever they want to communicate, based on the availability
of the IP camera technologies. Each session of the communication
between VPS and the LSS is performed using secure cryptographic
communication protocol over the internet, namely, Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL). Similarly, the security of communication between VPS
and GESS as well as between VPS and CoS will be enforced.

The privacy leakage channels of the enterprise level architec-
ture is identified with the help of several privacy leakage trees and
are analyzed in the following subsections. The leaf nodes in the

privacy leakage tree represents themitigation techniques. The pro-
posed mitigation techniques to counter the privacy leakage chan-
nels is described in Section 5.

4.1. Privacy leakage channels of a distributed surveillance system

The highest level privacy leakage tree of a distributed surveil-
lance system is illustrated in Fig. 2. The vulnerability of the con-
cerned channels are also pointed out in this figure.

A summary of the leakage likelihood and impact severity in the
privacy leakage tree of a distributed surveillance system is illus-
trated in Table 1. The privacy threat at node 1.0 and 1.1 are tam-
pering with the surveillance cameras and on the communication
path. The mitigation is provided by the existing robust solution.
The impact severity of these nodes are high, as the assets of the tar-
get system are directly related to the privacy information. On the
other hand likelihood is low, as the attacker needs very high skill to
get the privacy information. Nodes 1.2–1.5 are the concern of exist-
ing vulnerabilities and the mitigation is provided by the proposed
technique and it is discussed in detail in Section 7.
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Fig. 3. Privacy leakage tree for the transmission path.

Table 1
Summary of the highest level leakage tree of a distributed surveillance system.

Node Privacy threat Likelihood Impact severity

1.0 Tampering Low (High skill) High
1.1 Tampering Low (High skill) High
1.2 Information disclosure, tampering Low High
1.3 Information disclosure, tampering Low High
1.4 Information disclosure, tampering Low High
1.5 Information disclosure, tampering Low High

4.2. Privacy leakage during transmission

The privacy leakage tree for the transmission path is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The vulnerability and the corresponding mitigation of the
target channels are depicted into the tree.

A summary of the leakage tree during transmission in terms of
leakage likelihood and impact severity is illustrated in Table 2. The
privacy threat at node 1.1.0 and 1.1.1 are the shimming at and the
snipping on the channels. The robust existing solutions provide
mitigation for these kinds of passive and active attacks. Similar
to the previous Table 1, the impact severity and the likelihood of
these nodes (1.1.0 and 1.1.1) are high and low respectively, and
the reasons are already discussed in the previous section.

4.3. Privacy leakage at the processing server

The privacy leakage tree for the video processing server is
shown in Fig. 4. The mitigation for the vulnerable of concerned
channels are given as well.

Privacy information leakage from secure bucket will be a
severe threat and will have serious impact on the system. As the
header of the secure bucket is encrypted with AES and the key
is generated from the private parameters produced by the high

Table 2
Summary of the leakage tree during transmission.

Node Privacy
threat

Likelihood Impact severity

1.1.0 Tampering Low (High skill) High
1.1.1 Tampering Low (High skill) High

level authorities of the system, it is assumed to be secure. Because,
there is no practical feasible attack available on AES encryption
algorithm. If the system runs in a hostile environment where
intruder has the accessibility on the system, then the suggested
AES implementation is AES white-box implementation to protect
the content of the secure bucket. The only way to find the privacy
information is by compromising the high level authorities of the
system,which is assumed to be infeasible. The proposedmitigation
approach is to be applied at the nodes 1.2.0, 1.2.1 and 1.2.2.

The summary of the privacy leakage tree for the processing
server with regard to leakage likelihood and impact severity are
mentioned in Table 3. The impact severity is high, because the
assets of the proposed system is the privacy related information
or data which is the main target of an attacker. On the other hand
the likelihood is low as the attackers need very high skill, if it
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Fig. 4. The privacy leakage tree for the processing server.

Fig. 5. Privacy leakage tree for the local and global storage server.

Table 3
Summary of the processing server privacy leakage tree.

Node Privacy threat Likelihood Impact severity

1.2.0 Information disclosure, tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High
1.2.1 Information disclosure, tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High
1.2.2 Information disclosure, tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High

considered as a white-box attack scenario or infeasible, in the case
of black-box attack scenario.

4.4. Privacy leakage at local and global storage servers

The privacy leakage tree for the global and local storage servers
is shown in Fig. 5. Themitigation for vulnerable of concerns are also
illustrated in this figure.

The proposedmitigation technique is to be applied at the nodes
1.3.0, 1.3.1, 1.3.2 and 1.3.3. Similar to the case of processing server,
privacy leakage from the secure bucket for the storage server is
assumed to be infeasible.

The summary of the leakage tree for the local and global storage
server is given in Table 4. The impact severity is high, due to
the assets of the target system are directly related to the privacy
related data and information those are the main concern for the
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Fig. 6. Privacy leakage tree for the coordinator (CoS) server.

Table 4
Summary of the leakage tree for the local and global storage servers.

Node Privacy threat Likelihood Impact severity

1.3.0 Tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High
1.3.1 Information disclosure, tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High
1.3.2 Information disclosure, tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High
1.3.3 Information disclosure, tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High

Table 5
Summary of the leakage tree for coordinator server.

Node Privacy threat Likelihood Impact severity

1.5.0 Tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High
1.5.1 Information disclosure, tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High
1.5.2 Information disclosure, tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High
1.5.3 Information disclosure, tampering Low (High skill, infeasible) High

intruder. On the other hand the likelihood is low and/or infeasible
based on the consideration of the attack scenarios.

It should be noted that the privacy mitigation technique for
global event storage server (GESS), follows the same approach as
that of local and global storage servers.

4.5. Privacy leakage at the coordinator server

The privacy leakage tree for the coordinator server is shown
in Fig. 6. The vulnerability of concerns and the corresponding
mitigation are illustrated in this figure.

The proposedmitigation technique is to be applied at the nodes
1.5.0, 1.5.1, and 1.5.2. Similar to the case of processing server,
privacy leakage from the secure bucket for the storage server is
assumed to be infeasible.

The summary of the leakage tree for the local storage server is
given in Table 5. So far, the main target of an attacker is on the as-
sets of the system, i.e., the privacy relateddata or information of the
surveillance system, that is the reason the for high impact severity.
On the other hand the likelihood is low and/or infeasible based on

the scenarios (black-box, white-box) that the attacker might con-
sider.

5. The proposed privacy leakage mitigation approach

Here, we discuss the proposed technique in terms of high-level
and component-level design methodology applicable to counter
privacy leakage at different leakage channels.

5.1. High-level design methodology

The high-level design methodology shows the different pro-
cesses and components used as part of the proposed privacy pre-
serving solution. This includes the Privacy Information Processing
and Preservation Filter (PIPPF), situated at VPS and consists of (1)
ROI processing filter, (2) ROI scrambler, and (3) Secure bucket, and
illustrated in Fig. 7. Clear video stream (e.g., MPEG-4) comes from
SVC through an encrypted channel to the VPS.

ROI processing filter takes clear video stream as input and
computes the parameters of the region of interest which describe
the RIOs based on the target of the system, e.g., face, gait detection
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Fig. 7. Privacy information processing and preservation filter.

etc. To detect these ROIs (e.g., face, gait, etc.) there are existing
algorithms available in the market [23].

ROI scrambler, takes the ROIs parameters together with the
video stream, scrambles the RIOs by applying scrambler transfor-
mation (STR) on the RIOs, and keeps the ROIs parameters and the
STR’s parameter into a secure bucket. Finally, the scrambled RIOs
video stream and the secure bucket are sent to the LSS over SSL.
In fact, the Secure Bucket might be sent to the LSS within a system
defined time interval, T1.

Reverse processing of scrambled ROIs (RPSR) is designed in LSS
and consists of (1) region of interest de-scrambler and (2) secure
bucket which is illustrated in Fig. 8.

The ROI-scrambled video stream comes from VPS to LSS over
SSL connection. ROI de-scrambler takes ROI-scrambled video
stream from the LSS together with the Secure Bucket, extracts ROIs
parameters and STR’s parameter from the Secure Bucket and ap-
plies the inverse transformation of STR, S−1

TR on the ROIs and de-
scrambles the RIOs to produce the clear video stream.

The detail design methodologies of the components, e.g.,
scrambler transformation (STR), inverse transformation of STR,
secure bucket, key ladder, privacy vault, which are used in internal
architecture are discussed in detail in the next section.

5.2. Component level design methodologies

This section includes the discussion on internal components of
the high-level design.

5.2.1. Scrambler transformation (STR) and de-scrambler transforma-
tion (S−1

TR )
Changing coefficient of the discrete cosine transformation

(DCT), changes can be done on all the 8× 8 pixel block of a MPEG-
4 video frame. Let us change DCT coefficient i by j and defined this
changed 8×8matrix asM j

i (x). Thus, changing each DCT coefficient
by λ(j), change after inverse DCT can be represented as M(x) =

λ(0)M0
i (x)+λ(1)M1

i (x)+λ(2)M2
i (x)+· · ·+λ(63)M63

i (x). On the
other hand by subtracting M(x) from the inverse DCT operation
changes on each 8 × 8 pixel matrix can be eliminated.

The partial scrambler transformation, denoted as PSTR, is
computed by changing the DCT coefficient of 8 × 8 pixel block
of a MPEG-4 video frame. The opposite procedure, i.e., subtracting
the changing matrix from the inverse DCT is the partial inverse
transformation, denoted as PS−1

TR .
Finally, scrambler transformation, STR can be computed as the

composition of PSTR and PTr , where PTr is defined in Section 3.2;
hence, STR = PSTR ◦ PTr .

On the other hand de-scrambler transformation S−1
TR can be

computed as the composition of PT−1
r of Section 3.2 and PS−1

TR ;
hence S−1

TR = PT−1
r ◦ PS−1

TR .

5.2.2. ROI scrambler and ROI de-scrambler
Receiving ROIs parameter from PIPPF, region of interest scram-

bler determines the region of interest and its corresponding
macroblock and blocks. ROI Scrambler applies Scrambler Trans-
formation (STR) on the intra-frame blocks of the I-frames of clear

Fig. 8. Reverse processing of scrambled ROIs.

MPEG-4 video stream. Region of Interest Scrambler keeps the
transformation parameters and the ROIs parameter into a secure
bucket. The transformation parameters are changed dynamically
based on the system defined time frame T1.

Receiving ROIs parameter from corresponding secure bucket,
ROI De-scrambler applies S−1

TR on the ROIs of the scrambled video
stream.

5.2.3. Secure bucket
Secure Bucket is consists of (1) a secure header, (2) a secure

table of contents (TOC) and (3) secure blocks.
The header of the Secure Bucket is encrypted with AES

encryption and the encryption key is a dynamic secret key (HSK )
generated from system and super users’ parameters. It has a
unique identity of multiple bytes of length with a sub identity to
distinguish form each other. The sub identity is generated on the
basis of system defined time interval, T1. It contains the encryption
key (TBSK ) to encrypt and decrypt the table of contents (TOC) and
the secure blocks.

Each TOC entity is multiple bytes of length and carries specific
information to be stored in the secure blocks, in other words TOC
entities are the headers of the secure blocks. It is encrypted with
the TBSK .

Secure blocks are the actual data of each of the TOC entity. Each
of the blocks is a variable length of bytes with specific identifiers
at the beginning and at the end and padded with an error checking
bytes after the ending identifier. To generate the identifiers, secure
hash algorithm (SHA) is a good candidate. It is also encrypted with
the TBSK .

5.2.4. Key Ladder (KL)
The Key Ladder is designed to keep the dynamic keys in the

storage server. It is a secure bucket where the dynamic keys are
kept permanently for a specified time period.

5.2.5. Privacy vault
It is the secure bucket where the header encryption key of

secure bucket is kept. The header encryption key is derived from
the private parameters, defined by the top level associates of a
system. It contains all the secure buckets and the key ladders.

6. Privacy leakage attack models

In this section we discuss implementation techniques of our
proposed methodology based on the access rights of the users
in the system and different attack models. We provided two
alternatives of white-box attackmodel with the rationale that if an
organization requiresmoderate securitymeasures, itmight choose
the gray box or black boxmodelwithout consider themuchheavier
approach such as white-box.

6.1. Black box attack model

Black Box attack model is a traditional model which assumes
that the attacker has no physical access to the key or any inter-
nal working principle of an encryption or decryption algorithm or
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a scrambler or descrambler techniques. In this model an attacker
can only observe external information and behavior, i.e., external
input and output. This information consists of either the plain im-
age (input) or the cipher image (output) of the system while as-
suming zero visibility on code execution and dynamic scrambling
operations [24].

Considering this attack model our proposed method can be
implemented using the existing available AES implementation
combining the implementation of our proposed techniques using
any suitable high level language.

6.2. Gray box attack model

The Gray box attack scenario assumes that the attacker has
partial physical access to the Key or that it is leaking so called
side channel information. Side Channel Analysis attacks (SCA)
exploit information leaked from the physical implementation of a
cryptographic system. The leakage is passively observed via timing
information, power consumption, electromagnetic radiations, etc.
Protection against Side Channel Attacks is important because the
attacks can be implemented quickly and at a low cost. Publicly
available side channel information allows hackers to effectively
reveal parts of the Key and as a result dramatically reduce its
efficacy and demote the overall protection [24].

Gray box cryptography is in fact a by-product of the traditional
Black box implementation. It has been shown that even smart
cards, perceived as being able to provide strong security, perform-
ing internal cryptography are in reality leaking information to the
outside world. It is clear then that scenarios assumed to be a Black
box are in reality only a shade of gray.

Considering this attack model our proposed method can be
implemented using the existing available AES implementation
combining the implementation of our proposed techniques using
any suitable high level language.

6.3. White box attack model

The white box attack scenario, in contrast with previously de-
scribed scenarios, handles far more severe threats while assuming
internal hackers (legitimate users of the system) have full visibility
and control over the whole operation. Hackers can freely observe
dynamic code execution (with instantiated cryptographic keys)
and internal algorithm details are completely visible and alterable
at will. Despite of this fully transparent methodology, White box
cryptography integrates the cipher in a way that does not reveal
the key.

It is therefore clear that algorithms built for both Black andGray
box models are impractical in the face of operating on non-trusted
hosts. Understandably, hackers will not try to break the cipher by
only using the means available in Black and Gray box scenarios,
instead they will observe the execution when the unprotected key
is used directly stealing it. Traditional cryptography algorithms, as
exposed in the White box scenario, assume the presence of the
key as part of the implementation. The White box cryptography
algorithm is protected in the White box scenario, as the key is not
present in memory and cannot be extracted not even dynamically.
Choosing the most appropriate, most secure cryptographic model
is therefore the sole line of defense against malicious threats
precisely what White box cryptography attempts to achieve [24].

Considering this attack model our proposed method can be
implemented using the existing available AES implementation
combining the implementation of our proposed techniques using
any suitable high level language.

7. Security analysis

Considering the privacy leakage tree of a distributed surveil-
lance system, illustrated in Fig. 2, the proposed techniquemitigates

the vulnerability of concerns of the nodes 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. Node
1.2 further discussed in detail in Section 4.3. To protect the pri-
vacy information of the assets of the system, i.e., the privacy related
data and information, a secure bucket is designed in the proposed
method. A secure bucket consist of the combination of some se-
cure components, such as, secure header; secure table of contents;
and secure blocks. Secure header of the secure bucket is encrypted
with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [25] and the key for the
AES engine is generated from the system specific private parame-
ters, and maintained by the high level authorities of the system; it
is assumed to be secure, considering both black box and white box
attack scenario. Because, there is no practical feasible attack avail-
able on AES encryption algorithm that can break the AES engine
and reveal the header of the secure bucket. In the case of Black box
attack scenario, the corresponding AES implementation’s specifi-
cation available in [25],which is enough to protect the attack. In the
case of white box attack scenario, i.e., if the system runs on an open
environment where an attacker has the complete accessibility into
the system, then the suggested white box AES implementation is
available in the literature [26] that would be enough to protect the
secure bucket. The only way to find the privacy information is by
compromising the high level authorities of the system, which is, in
fact an open problem. Similar approach is effective for other nodes
as well.

8. Conclusion

This paper proposes a privacy preserving technique to safe-
guard privacy-sensitive information that might be exposed
through different leakage channels in a distributed video surveil-
lance system. A privacy vault is designed based on Hadamard and
Discrete Cosine Transformation in order to counter such privacy
leakage. The proposed privacy vault design ensures that privacy
information will not be disclosed even when the vault is stolen.
However, it can only be disclosed by compromising the top level
authorities of the system,which is infeasible. Detail security analy-
sis and the implementation guidelines for hostile environment are
also described in this paper. The future work will concentrate on
implementing the proposed technique in real-world multimedia
surveillance environment.
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